
ADAM LAMBERT

Adam Mitchel Lambert (born January 29, ) is an American singer, songwriter and actor. Since , he has sold over 3
million albums and 5 million singles.

Shortly after enrolling, however, he had a change of heart, and decided that his real desire was to perform; he
left school after only five weeks. When I first came on the scene almost everybody that I encountered in the
music business was very supportive of me personally, but they were all a bit nervous about how it could work
publicly. The video was called "bewitching" and "mesmerizing", and the song said to extend the '70s
rock-driven sound of the album's first single. With RCA "pushing" for a covers album, Lambert stated: "my
heart is simply not in doing a covers album Lambert and two other contestants, Danny Gokey and Kris Allen,
were the only finalists of Season 8 who were never ranked in the bottom three. I was never what you would
consider a commercial pop star. Lambert revealed that Velvet will be released in two parts, with Side A slated
for September  This music is where my heart is". What does gay pride mean to you? It was a critical and
commercial success, as reviews highlighted the musical virtuosity of May and Taylor, alongside Lambert's
impressive vocal dexterity, charisma and affinity with Queen's repertoire â€” all augmented by the elaborate
spectacle of the production. Confidence is part of it and just having a clarity of direction has been really
integral, too. And I can relate to that. My goal was not to piss people off, it was to promote freedom of
expression and artistic freedom. When I look back on that album, it is pretty cool. His remake of "Marry the
Night" impacted Billboard the following week, debuting at number 39 on the Pop Digital Songs chart. In ,
Lambert landed an understudy spot as Fiyero in the play Wicked, first with the touring cast and then with the
Los Angeles cast of the production. After high school, he moved to Orange County to attend college. There
was no blueprint. Or did he? Next time, the hugely talented Lambert should make sure he's going straight for
the gut. I was doing it socially and that was a nice way to start out the project because there was no pressure
and nobody commenting. Reviews for the performance were stellar, with Rolling Stone stating that they
dominated night one, also calling them most anticipated act of the evening, with Lambert "astound[ing] the
audience". He also began writing his own music with the revue; one particular original song, "Crawl Through
Fire," was written in collaboration with Madonna 's guitarist, Monte Pittman. So it was a different experience
sort of executive producing this album. While many blamed homophobia for his runner-up showing, Lambert
took his fame and ran with it, helping to promote LGBTQ tolerance to middle America, which paved the way
for future openly gay artists such as Troye Sivan. The praised concert was called "pitch-perfect". The
performance of May 17 of "Never Close Our Eyes" was touted for its vibrant energy and dazzle, as well as for
the powerhouse vocals that had become his signature. He also began regular performances in The Zodiac
Show, a touring revue of live music and talent that was co-created by Carmit Bachar of the band Pussycat
Dolls. I wonder if Freddie being super-camp and over-the-top was almost a reaction â€” a rebellion â€”against
the system. Luke, was released digitally on April 17, to positive reviews. They found a way to bridge the gap
between me being sort of a weird throwback type person and the current pop landscape. He also tried his hand
at music, performing in a rock band and doing studio session work. He'd just come out onstage, and it
popped". Touring with Queen Lambert, who sang Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody" during his audition for
American Idol, hit it off with the classic rockers when they all performed together on the finale of the eighth
season. Citation Information. His performance of Gary Jules's arrangement of "Mad World" earned a standing
ovation from the show's harshest critic, Simon Cowell. I rejected mine quite a long time ago to be honest with
you. He was not removed from the headlining spot, but it was reiterated that his performance would conform
to strict broadcast regulations. A lot of people I contacted I had met or worked with before, and the familiarity
created a sense of safety in the studio for me. Another notable single was " Time for Miracles ", the ending
theme for the disaster movie  The pair tackled the song " Titanium. It was then trying to figure out OK: How
do we funnel this into an album? Spin said the album is "perhaps the strongest, most flavorful batch of tunes to
reach an AI vet, and Lambert's polymorphous vocal skills unite dancefloor strut and hard-rock pomp in a
convincing glam package". Their partnership showing no signs of diminishing, Lambert again fronted for
Queen at the February Academy Awards, a few months before they were scheduled to embark on the
Rhapsody Tour across five countries. I try to be as upfront and honest as possible.


